ProModel Corporation Releases Process Simulator Professional
Enhanced edition allows advanced users of Process Simulator and Microsoft Visio even more flexibility and
control of business process improvement initiatives.
ProModel Corporation, a leading predictive analytic BI software and services company, today announced the release of Process
Simulator Professional (PCS Pro) an enhanced edition of Process Simulator, their simulation based analysis tool that plugs
into Microsoft Visio empowering organizations to accelerate and improve results of Lean, Six Sigma, and Continuous Process
Improvement initiatives. PCS Pro retains all the features of the standard edition, but also includes advanced features to enable
faster model building, more complex processes, and improved model maintainability.
ProModel introduced the standard edition of PCS in 2001, to expand the capability of Visio users by adding process simulation
to their flowcharts, value stream maps, and workflow diagrams. This form of predictive analytics allows users to test proposed
changes to their organizational processes without disrupting the actual system, effectively acting as a decision support tool.
PCS Pro is a brand new level of Process Simulator combining its original ease of use with an enhanced feature set including
2-Dimensional Arrays, Import/Export Data via Excel, Advanced Subroutine Functionality, Free Form Logic and User Defined
Distributions in addition to many others new capabilities. A full list of the PCS Standard and Pro features is listed in detail on
ProModel’s Process Simulator product webpage.
“We are excited to build upon the strength of Process Simulator with the new power, flexibility and freedom that PCS Pro offers”
said Kevin Field, PCS Product Manager. “We believe this new edition will allow our users to take process improvement to the
next level and obtain rapid ROI.”

About ProModel
ProModel is a leading provider of technology enabled, predictive analytic decision support solutions. A Microsoft Gold ISV and
Silver PPM Competencies Partner, ProModel specializes in custom and COTS (Commercial Off the Shelf) products to help
organizations optimize portfolios, projects, processes and resource decisions that best align with business strategy.
Founded in 1988, ProModel is a privately held small business with over 500 active customers and 7,000 active users globally,
including over 50% of the Fortune 500. Customers include companies in healthcare, manufacturing, logistics, business reengineering, DoD, pharmaceuticals and financial services.
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